I remark that in the various formulae / , g, 0, 6* 03 are constants which enter only in the combinationsf + 6 , f -g , *.-*» that X, Y are taken as current coor dinates, and these letters, or the same letters with suffixes, are taken as coordinates of a point or points on the bicircular quartic; the letters (x2, y2), (x3, y2) so that x,y= --==, -7= = , are functions of a single parameter and similarly (aq,^) (x2,y2), (x3 ,y3) are functions of the parameters < y2, a> 3 respectively; we sometimes use these or similar expressions of ( x, &c. as trigonometrical funct meter, but more frequently retain the pair of quantities, considered as connected by an equation as above, and so as equivalent to a single variable parameter.
Formula?
fo r the fourfold generation o f the Bicircular Quartic.-Art. Nos. 1 to 5.
1. We have four systems of a dirigent conic and circle of inversion, each giving rise to the same bicircular quartic: viz. the bicircular quartic is the envelope of a gene rating circle, having its centre on a dirigent conic, and cutting at right angles the corresponding circle of inversion; or, what is the same thing, it is the locus of the extremities of a chord of the generating circle, which chord passes through the centre of the circle of inversion, and cuts at right angles the tangent (at the centfe of the generating circle) to the dirigent conic; the two extremities of the chord are thus inverse points in regard to the circle of inversion. The four systems are represented by letters without suffixes, or with the suffixes 1, 2, 3 respectively, and we say that the system, or mode of generation, is 0, 1, 2, or 3 accordingly.
2. The dirigent conics are confocal, and their squared semiaxes may therefore be represented by / -H , g + Q , f+ 6 i5 # + f+Q* 2, / + 0 3, 3 (which functions of the five quantities /-M , f -g, 0i -0, # 2 -$ 3 -; and we can in terms of these data express the equations as well of the dirigent conics as of the circles of inversion; viz. taking X, Y as current coordinates, the equations are -y /g+a ' g+8'A + < W + *3=(<7+'> )l3= far+41)fl,=(y+*.)fe=(?+0,)(3,.
/ + 4 . jr+4 . y* = 4 -4 4 -4 , . 4 -4 "
f +^ + 5 + ^1 4-^2H-^3 = ^'_l-^^::=^'l-i-2^i:=^2_l-2^2 -^-34" 2^3* 3. The geometrical relations between the dirigent conics and circles of inversion are all deducible from the foregoing formulae; in particular the conics are confocal, and as such intersect each two of them at right angles; the circles intersect each two of them at right angles. Considering a dirigent conic and the corresponding circle of inversion, the centres of the remaining three circles are conjugate points in regard as well to the first-mentioned conic, as to the first-mentioned circle; or, what is the same thing, they are the centres of the quadrangle formed by the intersections of the conic and circle.
4. The centre of the conics and the centres of the four circles lie on a rectangular hyperbola, having its asymptotes parallel to the axes of the conics. Given the centres of three of the circles (this determines the centre of the fourth circle) and also the centre of the conic, these four points determine a rectangular hyperbola (which passes also through the centre of the fourth circle); and the axes of the conics are then the lines through the centre, parallel to the asymptotes of the hyperbola.
5. The equation of the bicircular quartic may be expressed in the four forms
the equivalence of which is easily verified by means of the foregoing relations.
Determination as to Eeality.-Art. Nos. 6 and 7. 6. To fix the ideas suppose that f 9* s positive; then in order that the centr the four circles of inversion may be real we must have f-\-0 . f-\~ Q x ./4-02 ./4-0a positive, but negative; and this will be the case if/4-0, /4 -0 n /4 -0 2> are all positive, but </4-0? <7-Mu #4-02r one of them negative, and the other three 3 r 2 positive. In reference to a figure which I constructed I found it convenient to take 03, 0O and where the confocal ellipses En E0, E2 are in order of increasing magnitude. The centre C0 is here a point within the triangle formed by the remaining three centres C" C2, C3. It will be convenient to adopt throughout the foregoing determination as to reality. 7. It may be remarked that a circle of a pure imaginary radius y, = ? 'X ,where X is real, may be indicated by means of the concentric circle radius X, which is the concentric orthotomic circle; and that a circle which cuts at right angles the original circle cuts diametrally (that is, at the extremities of a diameter) the substituted circle radius X; we have thus a real construction in relation to a circle of inversion of pure imaginary radius.
Investigation o f dS.-Art. Nos. 8 to 17.
X2 Y2
8. The coordinates of a point on the dirigent conic may be taken to x + y * to preserve the generality it is proper to consider ^/O as denoting a determinate value (the positive or the negative one, as the case may be) of the radical.
11. Considering the root R' we have X = a + R '# , Y = /3 + R and from these equations we obtain dX
but from the equation for R' we have
12.
The differentials dx, dy can be expressed in terms of a single writing cos co v7+0' x --7==, y -v==3, and then we have vV+fl'
It is to be observed that when the dirigent conic is an ellipse, is a real angle, and 0 is positive (whence also ^/0 is real and positive), but when the dirigent conic is a hyperbola, co is imaginary, and 0 is negative ; we have, however, in either case & » + * ■ = £ ± w * + l£ ± $ 2 g j .
and we may therefore write
where N/ ( / +^) V + (^+^)y is positive; ds is the increment of arc on the conic (/+ 0 )^2+ ( # + % 2= 1, this arc being measured in a determinate sense, and therefore ds being positive or negative as the case may b e : ~^= has thus a real positive or negative value, even when co is imaginary, and it is convenient to retain it in the formulae. giving, as is easily verified, we have therefore
which is another interpretation of V®'
14. Substituting for dx, dy their values, the formulae become
that is
-^X -y Y
and consequently the foregoing expressions of dY become
=d2, the radius of the generating circle.
Hence if dS, = \/dX2-\-dY' \ be the element of arc of the bicircular quartic, this ele ment being taken to be positive, we have a*~V H V®' where g' denotes a determinate sign, -j-or -, as the case may be.
16.
I stop to consider the geometrical interpretation; introducing dv, the formula may be written 448 PROFESSOR CAYLEY ON THE BICIRCULAR QUARTIC.
7ri e'.R '(x d S = -------VO '
we have
is the perpendicular from the centre of the circle of inversion upon the tangent to the dirigent conic, andis the half-chord which this perpendicular (/31-/3 2) (^-^) -( a 1-a 2)(y ,-y 2) + (^-5 2) (^2-^1)= 0 ,
(p2-P z)(x2-x 3)-(ci2-u 3)(y2-y 3)+(Q2-Q 3)(x2 y3-x 3 y2)= 0, (P3-~P
)(xz-x )-(«3-« )&3-y ) + (0«-0 ) (^ -^y 3)= 0 , which are the relations connecting the parameters (x2, y2), (x5, of the quadrilateral.
19. We have thus apparently four equations for the determination of four quantities, or the number of quadrilaterals would be finite; but if from the first and second equations we eliminate or from the third and fourth equations we eliminate y3), we find in each case the same relation between (x, y), viz. this
and we have thus the singly infinite series of quadrilaterals. We have, of course, between (x,, y,), (x2,y z) the like relation, Oi£23-(1 a x x z P y z ) (1 j • 20. The relation between (#,y), (x^y^ may be expressed also in the two forms:
-o i(x + x P -P (y + y P + (f+ Q J x x 1 + (yi-$1)yy1-i -^^(^i 1 y 1--J^p ix1)=Oy l -« 1 («+^1 )-A & + y i)+ (/+^M + (5 r +^i +^^; ( a 1" ay-01-W = O .
In fact, the first of these equations is
\ 1+ ( f + Q i)^i+ (ff+^i)yy iK^i-^iy)
+ {(a-ajy, - 
which are the required formulae for the elements of arc. 25. The determination of the signs has been made by means of the particular figure; but it is easy to see that the pairs of terms could not for instance be an equation not deducible from the relations which connect a, a2, a3, and which therefore cannot be satisfied by the variable quadrilateral.
26. The differentials of the formulae are, it will be observed, of the form Pda '**■ ( 7 C T + 7 + C which is, in fact, the same as Casey's form in < p (equation (300), his < p being =90°-Writing as before v in place of his 6, the differential expres but S2 expressed as a function of v is an irrational function M-+-N\/U, and & would be the root of such a function; so that if the form originally obtained had been this form Idv, it would have been necessary to transform it into the first-mentioned form 5 doo ----in which § is expressed as a function of that is of a.
27. The system of course is
where * * = > + £ v® &c.; and this is the most convenient way of writing it.
Beference to Figure. -Art. No. 28.
28.
I constructed a bicircular quartic consisting of an exterior and interior oval with the following numerical d a ta : (y + 4 ,= 4 8 , c / ' -M1= 5 6 , |-0o=r6O, y '-|-&2= 80 . <7-j-4= -6, <7+0, = 2, ^ + ^0= 6 , <7+02= 26),-not very convenient ones, inasmuch as the exterior oval came out too large. The annexed figure shows 0,1, 2, 3, the centres of the circles of inversion, the interior oval, and a portion of the exterior oval, also the origin and axes; it will be seen that the centres 0, 2 lie inside the interior oval, the centres (to make these positive the order of ascending magnitude must, however, be not as heretofore 03, 0" 02, but 03, 02, 0" viz. we must have /+ 0 ,, » /* +^ < 7 + 0n < 7 + 02, -(<7+83), [82] [83] . 31. The above are the values of the squares of the coefficients; we must have definite relations between the signs of the products aaf, ab, &c., viz. we may have
.9 2-03. 03-0; 01-02 V 32. These values, in fact, satisfy the several relations which exist between the nine coefficients, viz. the original expressions of cos a, sin in terms of cos T, sin T give conversely expressions of cos T, sin T in terms of cos sin the two sets being The denominator could, of course, be reduced to the form cosT, sinT)2; but the actual form seems preferable, inasmuch as it puts in evidence the linear factors (a + a ' cos T+a" sin T) ± -j = ( cos T sin T),
and there seems to be no advantage in further reducing the integral.
